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Abstract  
51 Years old Patient from Dubai approached us for Liver Cirrohsis healing. 

It was extremely difficulty case to save the patient. Hepatologist recommended him 

for liver tranplant surgery.  

Problem Summary 

51 Years old Patient from Dubai approached us for Liver Cirrohsis healing. 

It was extremely difficulty case to save the patient. Hepatologist recommended him 

for liver tranplant surgery.  

What is a Liver Transplant Surgery? 

Liver transplantation or hepatic transplantation is the replacement of a diseased liver 

with the healthy liver from another person. Liver transplantation is a treatment 

option for end-stage liver disease and acute liver failure. 

According to the National Institutes of Health (NIH) cirrhosis is the 12th leading 

cause of death due to disease in the United States. 

What are the complications of Liver Transplant Surgery? 

Some of the major complications and possible risk that accompanies a liver 

transplant procedure include the following: 

Death 

Sepsis 

Multiple organ failure 

Failure of the Lungs 

Cuts made during surgery getting ruptured (also referred to as a hernia) 

Infection caused by bacteria 

Damage or leakage to the bile duct 

Failure of the donated liver 

Liver rejection 

 

How can “Heal The World” a revolutionary health care alternative therapy 

organization can stop patient undergoing a major and deadly liver transplant 

surgery? 

 

We had a patient with final stage of liver cirrhosis approached us 21 days back. He 

was about to undergo liver transplant in India.  

 

He was based in Middle East Region. He came to India to undergo major transplant 

surgery. Now, we have completed 21 days of his healing sessions.  

Please find enclosed image of his liver and comparisons report of his health before 

and after healing sessions. 

 

What is Liver Cirrhosis? 

 

Cirrhosis develops when the factors that damage the liver (such as alcohol and 

chronic viral infections) are present over a long period of time. When this happens, 

the liver becomes injured and scarred.  

A patient’s liver functions fail and eventually results in liver cirrhosis. Cirrhosis 

causes the liver to shrink and harden. In some cases, a severe pain in upper 

abdominal noticed. It might come and go and sometime it could be throbbing 
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unbearable pain in the right upper abdomen area. 

If the patient is suffering from final stage of liver cirrhosis, your 

hepatologists might suggest for a liver transplant. 

We have just completed 21 days of treatment and seen major 

improvements in his liver functioning. 

 

What are the next 5 top priorities for Heal The World Healing 

Team? 

1. Make his liver fully functional, ensure liver produces enough 

liver cells and all liver enzymes are in normal range. Ensure Liver 

out of any inflammation or infections. 

2. Remove the swelling from left over area of his body 

3. Remove any pain from abdominal areas 

4. Reduce the stomach size and drain out fluid naturally 

5. Perfect Liver functioning of the liver and digestive system. 

Heal The World – Track Record of Healing Stage 4 Liver Cancer 

Stage 4 Liver Cancer healed completely in 36 hours of efforts and 

the elapsed time to heal the cancer was 2 months. 

 

Our Healing Solution 

Our healing therapy methods followed to heal the patient are Reiki 

Distant Healing and Mexican Distant healing.  

 

Reiki Healing is universal natural energy healing and it work on 

quantum physics theory and energy concepts. Mexican healing 

works on light energy heling methods. Reiki healing was 

practiced at Japan and Mexican healing is origianted from Egypt.  

 

Using these above powerful healing methods, we were able to 

energize the dead liver and activate the liver cells and balance the 

liver enzymes.  

 

Please visit www.healtheworld.in to watch his testimonials and x 

ray reports, CBC reports, etc.  
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